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Mystery at the Hidden Thicket
A family of six is looking forward to a long week end camping trip. Mike, the dad,
wants to go fishing, while Suzanne, the mom and a middle school teacher wants to do
nothing but rest.
Before Mike can even back out of the driveway, sibling revelry raises its ugly head
between Heather, fourteen, Amber, thirteen, Christopher, eleven and six year-old
Jennifer.
By the time they reach their campsite, almost eight hours away, news about a bank
robbery in Albuquerque upsets Suzanne. On the way, Christopher learns how to read
symbols on a map, the two teenage girls are upset at the thought of having to use a
port-a-potty, and Jennifer, who is afraid of wild animals, wants to go back home. Mike
still plans to just go fishing.
Things calm down by bedtime, and the next morning their dream week end begins.
From the time of Suzanne&#x2019;s second cup of morning coffee, things really fall
apart and become worse by the minute.
By the end, each family member, plus a dog that happens upon the picture have in
some way become a hero, even scared, little Jennifer.
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